
DEBTOR ACCOUNT NUMBER APPLICATION FORM 
Only fully completed forms can be processed.

COMPANY DETAILS

Established in the Netherlands?   O Yes / O No (if the answer is no, then we do not need a Chamber of Commerce number) 

Company Name Chamber of Commerce number:

Trade name (if different)

Type of business structure

VAT number 

Business address

Postcode and city

Billing address (if different)

Postcode and city

Telephone number

Mobile telephone number

Fax number

E-mail

Applicant’s name Initials Surname O Mr. / O Ms/Mrs

Identity document number

CONTINUOUS AUTHORIZATION (SINGLE EURO PAYMENTS AREA) SEPA COLLECTOR: NL58ZZZ090847540000
We can offer our debtors a discount of 10% when paying by direct debit

IBAN number

BIC-code* * (not required with Dutch IBAN)

Mandate reference (to be completed by 1.2.3 Machineverhuur B.V.)

By signing this form you give 1.2.3 Machineverhuur B.V. permission to send a standing order to your bank 14 days after the invoice date to debit an amount from your account for invoices. If you do not agree 
with this debit you can have it reversed. Please contact your bank within 8 weeks after the debit your bank. Ask your bank for the conditions. If the collection is reversed, we will charge € 15, - administration costs 
for the next collection order.

O I agree to payment by means of a standing order and receive a 10% discount1 on the rented items.

O  I do not wish to use the standing order and do not receive a 10% discount.
1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V. will contact you about the possibilities and to complete your debtor request.

DIGITAL INVOICING (all our invoices are sent digitally)

E-mail address for invoicing

E-mail address for reminder

O  I only want to receive the invoices by post

Please enclose a certified extract from the Chamber of Commerce (no older than 6 months) and a copy of your identification.

DAMAGE AND RISK PLAN

O  I agree to the offered damage and risk settlement at a premium payment of 8% over the rental price + 6% buyout/reduction of the excess over the rental price.**

O  I do not wish to use the option of surrendering/reducing the deductible upon payment of 6% on the deductible of the rental price.**

SIGNATURE

I hereby certify that I have completed the form truthfully and am authorized to do so. I agree to the Rental Conditions and the Damage and Risk Regulations as drawn up by 1.2.3 Machineverhuur B.V. and enclosed. 
** Please note: there is an deductible applicable. Please refer to the general terms and conditions. The current Rental Conditions and Damage and Risk regulations are on the back of the rental agreement(s) and can 
also be found at www.123machineverhuur.nl. 

Name Date and place

CALL: +31(0)321 - 38 53 53
1.2.3 Machineverhuur B.V.
De Dommel 50
8253 PL Dronten

Tel.  +31 (0)321-385353
Fax. +31 (0)321-385356
debiteuren@123machineverhuur.nl
www.123machineverhuur.nl 

IBAN: NL64RABO0303397152
BIC: RABONL2U
KvK Lelystad 09084754
BTW NL8056.45.111.B01

Rental for and by professionals!

Mail the completed form, your identification and a certified extract from the Chamber of Commerce to: debiteuren@123machineverhuur.nl

1 Not in combination with other  
 price or discount agreements.



General
1.1 To all agreements regarding the letting and sale of goods and the activities to be conducted in that context, these General Conditions are 

applicable and binding.
1.2 Deviating arrangements outside these general conditions are only binding if these have been expressly accepted and confirmed in writing by
1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V., in the following referred to as ‘Lessor’.
1.3 The General Conditions of the client, in the following referred to as ‘Lessee’, are not applicable, unless they have been expressly accepted 

and confirmed in writing by the Lessor and their Management.
1.4 By signing the rental agreement, the Lessee declares to have received thorough explanations regarding the functioning of the rented ob-

ject and its dangers. The preventive measures and other instructions as explained, or which are described on the rented object or in the  
accompanying product manual must be followed by the Lessee at all times to permit to work safely with the rented object.

Quotations and offers
2.1 All quotations are non-committal and based on the information provided by the Lessor on occasion of the inquiry. Offers retain their validity 

until a maximum of 30 days after the quotation date, unless it has been established otherwise.
2.2 All prices are in Euros, exclusive of VAT, exclusive of insurance fee and exclusive of cleaning-, transport- and repair costs.
2.3 Deviations from offers made never bind the Lessor, unless these have been expressly declared approved and confirmed in writing.
2.4 All prices regarding machines with an hour counter are based on 8 operating hours per day and 40 operating hours per week. Extra  

operating hours are charged at 50% of the hourly rate up to a maximum of 160% of the rental price in case of operating constantly.
2.5 Lessor can never be held accountable for inaccuracies regarding rates, pictures, listings of dimensions, capacity, and weights.

Rental period and obligations Lessee
3.1 The rental period commences on the date and at the time as established, for a period of at least one day a nd for a maximum of the period 

as indicated in the agreement or at the latest legally three months after the starting date of the rental agreement.
3.2 All days during which the Lessee has possession of the rented object, including the days of pick-up and return, Saturdays, Sundays, and 

legally recognised holidays are billed. On Sundays and legally recognised holidays, the material will not be accepted by the Lessor. A part 
of one day thereby counts as an entire day.

3.3 Lessee must return the rental object no later than on the day and at the time that the agreement ends, unless it is established timely before in 
writing that the agreement is extended.

 If the established rental period has ended and the rented object has not been brought back, the rental period will, at the option of the Lessor, 
who does not need to announce such verbally or in writing, extend the rental period by one day at a time, or the Lessor will forthwith recover 
the goods.

3.4 The rental period ends after Lessor has taken back the rented object, by way of inspection and approval by signing a return slip or end of rent 
slip by the Lessee and Lessor. Leaving the rented object unattended or relinquishing it at the workplace or in or at one of the branches of the 
Lessor is not accepted and is not considered the end of the rental period.

3.5 The rental period also ends if the rented object is signed off through the internet, by fax, or telephonically and in case a sign-off number has 
been issued by Lessor, though with due regard for point 3.4.

3.6 Lessor has the right to charge the rental price until the moment that the rented object is returned. If the rented object is returned on the following 
business day before 08.00 AM, no rent will be charged for the day of return, unless established otherwise.

3.7 The rented object must be delivered back by the Lessee in the same condition in which he has received it. That means, serviced, clean, and 
sorted and packaged in the same manner as upon delivery. (all matters barring normal wear). Additional time or costs which flow therefrom 
are borne by Lessee.

3.8 For rentals on account, Lessee needs to have a debtor number. To apply for a debtor number, an authorised person must hand in a fully com-
piled registration form, extract from the Chamber of Commerce no older than 6 months, and a copy of an ID. After approval of Management, 
a debtor number will be issued after which renting on account will be possible. Payment by way of direct debit is obligatory, unless  
established otherwise.

3.9 a. Private customers will at all times have to pay a security deposit, as determined by the Lessor, by PIN and de able to identify themselves 
by way of a driving license, passport, or ID-card before taking the rented object, unless established otherwise.

 b. If the costs for the rental period exceed the amount of the security deposit paid, Lessor has the right to demand an additional security 
deposit from the Lessee.

 c. Received security deposits will be refunded by bank after receiving back the rented object, after deduction of still due rental charges and/
or compensation for damage and/or costs.

3.10 a. Lessee is obliged to report damage, going missing, loss, theft, seizure and/or claims by third parties forthwith, though in any case within 
24 hours, to Lessor after any incident has occurred.

 b. The Lessee is responsible for daily preventive maintenance, the use of the right lubricants and fuels during the entire period that a rented 
object is in his possession.

 c. The Lessee is never authorised to apply changes to the rented object, nor to carry out repairs himself, barring on grounds of the express 
consent granted by the Lessor.

 d. The Lessee is obliged to use the rented object for the proper end-use and to take care of it with due sense of responsibility, whereby the 
operating instructions which are handed or explained to the Lessee upon delivery of the object must be observed.

3.11 It is prohibited to carry and/or use the rented object outside the Netherlands without the written and prior approval of the Lessor.
3.12 Unless expressly established otherwise, the Lessee takes care of all required licenses, permits and authorisations, if required.

Transport, picking up, delivery time
4.1 If Lessor has committed himself towards Lessee to deliver the rented material to the Lessee, Lessor will strive to observe the established delivery 

term as accurately as possible. Non-compliance with the delivery time by Lessor, however, can never constitute grounds for indemnification, 
not either after a possible default notice by Lessee.

4.2 Over days during which the Lessor is unable to make available the rented material to the Lessee, no rent is due to the Lessor.
4.3 If delivery is postponed upon request of the Lessee, the Lessor is authorised to apply charges for the established rent, or otherwise to cancel 

the agreement.
4.4 The delivery and pick-up of the rented object by Lessor, if so established, takes place at the address indicated, which must be easily  

accessible to the required means of transport, at ground floor in- or outside. Project relocations for rented objects must always be reported 
in writing. Any possible additional costs as a consequence of additionally required loading or unloading time are at the expense of Lessee.

4.5 The Lessee must make sure that a person authorised to that effect is available during the established delivery day for the reception of the 
rented matters. If no one is present upon delivery, Lessor has the right to take the rented object back with him. Any possible additional costs 
as a result are borne by Lessee.

4.6 The rented object must be checked by the Lessee immediately upon receipt. Complaints must be reported on the day of delivery in writing. 
After commissioning, no more complaints are accepted.

4.7 If parties have established that the Lessor upon termination of the agreement will pick up the rented material from the Lessee, the  
Lessee must observe a notice period of at least 24 hours on business days, whereby for weekends a notice period applies of 3 x 24 hours. 
Lessee commits himself to replace the rented material at the same location as where it was unloaded.

4.8 The Lessor has the right, without informing Lessee, to exchange the rented object for equivalent materiel, without conferring any right to 
compensation to the Lessee.

Damage and risk
5.1 Lessee is obliged to make use of the materiel policy taken out by Lessor. To this effect, a surcharge rate is applied over the rental sum of the 

insured rented objects, whereby the Lessee must accept an amount as a deductible. (also see the abbreviated Damage & risk plan)
5.2 If after approval of the management of 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V. no use is made of the materiel policy of 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V., 

Lessee must sign a form with the result that no appeal can be made to this materiel. Subsequently, Lessor can no longer be held accountable 
for any type of damage which the rented object may incur after receipt or delivery at the construction site, nor for such indirect damage or 
possible consequential damage as may be suffered as a result. Nor is the Lessor liable for any such direct or indirect damage and/or injury 
as may be inflicted by the rented object. In such case, all risks, from the moment of transfer of the material to Lessee or his proxy, must be 
insured by the Lessee against all insurable damage with a sound company. The Lessee thereby transfers the policy rights to the Lessor. In case 
of theft, damage, breakage, or deficiencies, either the repair costs or the replacement value is billed.

5.3 If outside the fault of the Lessee a damage/malfunction has occurred to the rented object, he is entitled to replacement by equivalent material 
during the remaining duration of the agreement.

Property and Third-Party Rights
6.1 The Lessor retains the property of the rented object at all times and the Lessor has the right to control or have controlled the rented object.
6.2 Any disposal, encumberment, or waiver of the rented object, both for a profit and for naught, for the benefit of a third person is prohibited 

without the express consent of the Lessor. Section 8.2 is correspondingly applicable here.
6.3 If the rented object during the effective time of the agreement, for whatever reason, is lost or gotten away from the control of the Lessee, the 

Lessee must immediately inform the Lessor and he is held to refund the costs within 8 days, so that the Lessor can purchase an equivalent item 
immediately per direct. Loss of rental income must be compensated as from the first day for which no rental charges can be received, for the 
item in case. In case of a criminal offense (fire, theft, or vandalism) the Lessor must be informed directly, and the Lessee must also file a police 
report within 24 hours and provide a copy of this report to the Lessor.

6.4 The Lessee commits himself to inform the Lessor forthwith of any possible seizure of its movable or immovable property or of the goods rented 
out to him or of a part thereof, and furthermore of his bankruptcy, application for suspension of payments or placement in receivership. The 
Lessee is always obliged to inform the trustee, administrator, or impounding bailiff of the existing rental agreement with the Lessor. Lessee is 
also obliged to reject claims of third parties on the hired material and to safeguard Lessor in the matter, as well as to immediately return the 
rented object to the Lessor.

6.5 THIRD-PARTY CLAUSE owner/pledgee:
 a. Lessee declares to be aware and to the extent necessary to agree that the property of the rented object may (come to) lie with a third party 

or that the rented object may have been (or be) pawned to a third party, as a security for the payment of everything which this third party 
has or may have to claim from the Lessor on account of rental and/or lease agreements or on any account whatsoever.

 b. Notwithstanding the existence of the underlying rental agreement, the rented object must be relinquished to a third party upon first request, 
without Lessee being able to appeal to any lien, if and as soon as this third party will demand the relinquishing of the rented object on grounds 
of non-compliance with the obligations of the Lessor towards the third party. As a result of this requisition, the underlying rental agreement is 
legally rescinded with immediate effect. The relinquishing as referred to above must take place at the offices of the third party at a location 
indicated by that third party.

 c. If the situation as sub b occurs and the third party would like to continue the use of the rented object by Lessee, Lessee is obliged upon 
first request of the third party to concludea rental agreementwith him, for the remainder of theduration of the underlying agreement, under 
thesame conditions.

 d. Parties exclude the applicability of article 7:226 and 7:227 BW (Civil Code) completely.
 e. The third-party clause stipulated above in section a through e cannot be revoked, neither by Lessee nor by Lessor.

Car rentals
7.1 In case of a car rental, the Lessee/driver must be at least 21 years old and have been in possession for at least one year of a valid driving 

license for the vehicle to be operated or for the combination. Lessee will use the rented object exclusively personally, or otherwise let the 
rented object be used by a person authorised to do so who is sufficiently qualified and/or certificated.

7.2 Rental rates for car rentals are exclusive of fuel and exclusive of additionally driven kilometres.
7.3 In derogation to the damage/risk plan, in case of car rentals a deductible of € 2,500 is owed per damage event.
7.4 The Lessee takes care of the necessary licenses, permits, if required. Lessee is liable during the rental period for any type of (traffic) violation 

and the resulting costs.
7.5 Rented cars may never go abroad without the prior written consent of the Lessor.

Force majeure
8.1 Force majeure means: All circumstances which hinder the fulfilment of the obligations from the agreement and which cannot be attributed to 

the Lessor.
8.2 In case of force majeure, the Lessor has the choice to: extend the term of delivery by the duration of the situation of force majeure, or to rescind 

the agreement, without the Lessor being obliged to pay compensation in whatever form.

Payment
9.1 Unless expressly established otherwise, the letting of materiel to private Lessees takes place exclusively on the basis of payment of a security 

deposit by PIN in advance.
9.2 If payments to accounts are agreed upon, payments must transpire by direct debit or within 14 days after invoice date or as esta blished 

otherwise in writing, to an account to be indicated by the Lessor and without any deductions or set-offs.
9.3 If the established payment term is overrun, any possible discounts lapse and the Lessor has the right to still bill the full rental price.
9.4 Lessee is considered legally in default if he has not paid within the established term, without requiring any default notice to this effect. In such 

case, the Lessor is entitled to compensation of interest in the amount of 1.5% per month as from the expiry date. A part of a month is counted 
as an entire month.

9.5 All reasonable costs, both judicial and extrajudicial, flowing from the recovery of the claim are borne by the negligent Lessee. Extrajudicial 
costs always are equal to 15% of the arrears, with a minimum of € 300. On top of the costs as mentioned, Lessor has the right to charge fixed 
administration costs in the amount of € 40.

Liability
10.1 The Lessee and the person who has the rented object picked up or signs the rental agreement remains responsible and therefore liable at all 

times for the rented object and the payment of the rental sums and any possible additional costs.
10.2 The Lessor is not liable for damage as a result of defects in or to rented goods or conducted activities, both to Lessee and to third parties. This, 

unless there is a situation of gross fault or of wilful intent on the part of the Lessor.
10.3 Lessor is not liable under any circumstance for consequential damage of the client through any cause whatsoever. Expenses or damage in 

case of stagnation of work due to the malfunctioning of the rented matters cannot be claimed from Lessor. Lessee must, if necessary, take out 
an own insurance for this.

10.4 Nor is Lessor liable for errors of the staff of Lessor, or of persons who are deployed by the Lessor within the framework of the implementation 
of the rental agreement. Such unless there is a situation of gross fault or wilful intent on the part of Lessors.

10.5 The Lessor not liable in any manner for errors or defects in data supplied by third parties or by Lessee.
10.6 Liability for damage of materiel to third parties during or after repairs, inspection, (dis-)assembly, storage, maintenance or permanence etc. 

is expressly excluded.
10.7 The Lessor does not accept any liability for calamities from the outside, for example water damage as a result of leakage of the rented object, 

such as in the event of the renting of storage/shipping containers, cars, construction trailers and the likes.

Cancellation, suspension, and rescission
11.1 The Lessor retains the right at all times to demand compliance in case of cancellation of the agreement by the client on any grounds whatsoever.
11.2 The Lessor has the right to bill all costs incurred until such time, as well as a percentage of 25% of the amount which is involved in the agree-

ment on account of loss of profits, if the Lessor accepts the cancellation.
11.3 If the Lessee does not, does not timely, or does not properly comply with the obligations which flow for him from the concluded agreement, or 

if there is a legitimate fear of such, the Lessor has the right to suspend the implementation of the agreement with a reasonable term of notice 
or to rescind the agreement without any type of liability in the widest sense of the term. Also in case of bankruptcy, suspension of payment of 
the Lessee or in case of the shutdown, sale, or liquidation of Lessee’s business, the Lessor has the right to suspend the implementation of the 
agreement by a reasonable term, or to rescind it without any liability in the widest sense of the term.

11.4 In case of rescission, the Lessee owes all original rental instalments, without prejudice to the right of Lessor to full compensation of damages. 
These rental instalments are, therefore, immediately payable, just as the extrajudicial costs of the Lessor.

Applicable law/disputes
12.1 To all agreements concluded by Lessor, exclusively Netherlands legislation is applicable.
12.2 All disagreements which arise in connection with or which flow from agreements concluded with the Lessor, are submitted to the competent 

court of the place of establishment of the Lessor or another court in the Netherlands to be further designated by the Lessor, under application 
of Netherlands legislation.

Processing personal data of the Lessee
13.1 The personal data which are stated in the agreement for the lease are processed by lessor in the capacity of controller in the sense of the 

law  on data protection (‘Wet Bescherming Persoonsgegevens’) in a register of persons. Based on this processing, lessor can implement the 
agreement for the lease, provide lessee optimal service and current product information and make lessee personalized offers . The personal 
data can also be transmitted to bailiffs in case of taking fuel without payment. Lessee can request correction with regard to the processed 
personal data and file a protest. If it regards direct mailing, then the objection will be accommodated at all times.

13.2 The data mentioned in the first section can also be included in the Rental Warning System. Besides the Lessor, Verhuurgroep Nederland is 
responsible for the processing of these data through the warning system ‘Verhuur Waarschuwing Systeem’. The personal data of lessee can 
be included in any case in the event of the embezzlement of the rented matter, if the rental price is not or not timely settled and if deliberate 
damage is inflicted on the rented matters. At Verhuurgroep Nederland, the persons indicated can request for perusal and correction with 
regard to the processed personal data and file a written objection.

Abridged damage and risk plan 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V.
To all rental agreements, the materiel policy taken out by 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V. is applicable, as stipulated in our General Conditions 
under5.1, unless established otherwise.

Scope of the coverage
Damage due to loss or damaging of the insured object or a part thereof as a consequence of: a calamity arriving from the outside, as well as fire, 
explosion, collision, touching, knocking, slipping, overturning, or ending up in the water or off the road. Any defect, proper spoiling, or such as may 
follow immediately from the character and nature of the insured object itself.
The liability risk is covered in conformity with the conditions for agricultural material as in ‘Nederlandse Beurspolis voor landmateriaal 1991’.

Insured amounts
In case the insured rental object falls under the regime for liability for motorized vehicles ‘Wet Aansprakelijkheidsverzekering Motorrijtuigen’ 
(WAM), also insured is damage on account of legal liability up to a maximum of € 2.250.000,- per event. The maximum insured amount for hull 
damage or for damage to underground cables, tubes, and conduits is limited to € 250.000,- per event.

Insured objects, period and insurance area
The rented objects, as stated on the signed rental agreement between the Lessor and the Lessee. The period as stated on the signed rental agreement 
between the Lessor and the Lessee.
The damage & risk plan applies to events in the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, and Germany.

General exclusions
a. Damage to or theft of the insured rental object caused by gross fault or negligence of the Lessee and/or his staff which is the result of culpably 

inadequate maintenance and/or insufficient care for the object.
b. Damage to or theft of the insured rented object caused by wilful intent or recklessness of the Lessee and/or his staff.
c. If preventive measures and other indications of the Rental Assistant, the rental contract or product manual have not been demonstrably 
 followed by Lessee.
d. Liability claims on account of damage to underground cables, pipes, and conduits if the customary diligence has not been observed 
 (e.g. consultation of KLIC or permission of the cable-/conduit owner or operator).
e. If the Lessee rents off the rented object, lends it or concedes it in any manner to third parties.
f. If Lessee has used or has let use the rented object for other purposes than those the rented matter is intended for.

Damage and risk plan (A)
For the damage and risk plan (A), a surcharge rate is applied of 8% over the rental sum of the insured rental objects. In case of a covered damage, 

a deductible applies per rented object at the expense of the Lessee in the amount of:
- Rented object value below € 2,500. deductible € 500.
- Rented object value between € 2,500 and € 5,000. deductible € 1,250.
- Rented object value between € 5,000 and € 10,000. deductible € 2,250.
- Rented object value above € 10,000. deductible € 3,250.
- In case of fire or theft damage, the deductible amounts to 10% of the replacement value with a minimum of the deductibles indicated above.

Buy-off of the excess (B)
As an option, the Lessor offers to buy off/reduce the deductible against an additional surcharge percentage of 6% over the rental sum of the insured 
objects.
In that case, for a covered damage there will be no deductible per rented object at the expense of the Lessee. In case of fire or theft damage, a 
deductible will apply of € 500 per rented object at the expense of the Lessee.

As soon as a Lessee is aware of an event which may lead to an obligation to pay out for insurers, he is obliged:
To report damage and other cases within 8 hours though in any event within 24 hours to the lessor and under any circumstance before the termination 
of the Rental Agreement.
To provide all information as soon as possible to the insurers and to forward paperwork to the Lessor.
Grant the Lessor his full support and to refrain from all such things as may harm the interests of the Lessor. In case of (attempted) theft or any other 
criminal offense, to file a police report within 24 hours at the police and all other relevant institutions . In case of damage to third parties, to refrain from 
acknowledging guilt or the making of any pledge to provide for payments.

The insurance does not provide coverage if the insured has not complied with one of these obligations and as a result has harmed the interests of 
the insurers.
The Lessor can refuse inclusion of the damage & risk plan and/or the buy-off of the excess arrangement at all times and without statement of grounds.

These conditions have been prepared by 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V., version 01- 2019. No rights can be derived from the information stated in them.

The complete damage and risk plan with conditions is available upon request from 1.2.3. Machineverhuur B.V.

GENERAL CONDITIONS 1.2.3. MACHINEVERHUUR B.V. 
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